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Mohammad Al-Qadi
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Tel: +962 6 5 666 526/8
Fax: +962 6 5 666 527
Mob: +962 79 6709491

Amman/Jordan

Projects
Project of covid-19 data science urban epidemic modelling in python: Covid-19 project

PROFILE
Hard-working professional with 2+ years of experience and a proven knowledge of E-learning,Database
design,developer and troubleshooting. Aiming to leverage my skills to successfully fill the Business intelligence role at
your company.

EDUCATION
10.2012 - 03.2017

The world islamic sciences and education university
Software engineering

EXPERIENCE
10.2018 - 04.2019

TechnoSys Group
Oracle Database Developer

Correct errors by making appropriate changes and rechecking the
program to ensure that the desired results are produced.
Conduct trial runs of programs and software applications to be sure they
will produce the desired information and that the instructions are correct.
Write, analyze, review, and rewrite programs, using workflow chart and
diagram, and applying knowledge of computer capabilities, subject
matter, and symbolic logic.
Write or contribute to instructions or manuals to guide end users.
Perform systems analysis and programming tasks to maintain and
control the use of computer systems software as a systems
programmer.
05.2019 - 11.2019

CrysTelCall
Call center

Check to ensure that appropriate changes were made to resolve
customers' problems.

Complete contract forms, prepare change of address records,or issue
serviced is continuance orders.

01. - present

Freelancer
Create Websites using : wordpress and Multi Tasks

Back up or modify applications and related data to provide for disaster
recovery.
Review or update web page content or links in a timely manner, using
appropriate tools.
Develop web site performance metrics.
Test new software packages for use in web operations or other
applications.

ADDITIONAL SKILLS

SOFTWARE SKILLS

 Communication

Structured Query Language (SQL)

 Creativity

Microsoft Excel

 Problem solving

Python-Statistical Programming

 Time management

Data Visualization

 Self-motivation

Microsoft Power BI

 Work ethic

Tableau

COURSES
Oracle Developer form "ITCC" Center
Soft skills for data analytics career from jordan education for employment EFE JO from 13-17.12.2020
Data analytics from EFE JO from 20.12.2020 to 31.1.2021

HOBBY

Technology

LANGUAGES
English
Arabic

Gym

Business
intelligence

Tourism

Reading

